PRIVACY POLICY
3Clicks Sp. z o.o.
1.

Personal data of the users of the Application are processed pursuant to the binding law, especially the Act on
providing services by electronic mail as of July 18, 2002 (Journal of Acts 2018 item 650) and Directive of Parliament
and Council (UE) 2016/679 as of April 27, 2016 concerning protection of physical persons due to processing of
personal data and concerning free flow of such data and cancellation of the directive 95/46/WE (general directive
on data protection) and the Act on protection of personal data as of May 10, 2018 (Journal of Acts 2018 item 100).

2.

The administrator of personal data is Service Provider, i.e. 3Clicks Sp. z o.o. with its seat in Lublin (20-601),
at 11A Tomasz Zan Street, entered into Register of Entrepreneurs of National Court Register kept by Regional Court
for capital city of Warsaw, entered into Register of Entrepreneurs kept by Regional Court Lublin-Wschód in Lublin
with its seat in Świdnik, 6th Commercial Section of National Court Register under number KRS 0000582144, NIP
5213710426, REGON 362817048.

3.

Personal data of the Users is gathered and processed in order to register into Application and ensuring possibility
of using the Service.

4.

To implement the aim specified in previous point there is gathered and processed the following data:
a)

Forename,

b) Surname,
c)

Specialization,

d) Number of right to perform the profession (PWZ),
e)

Date of birth,

f)

E-mail address,

g)

Place of work.

5.

The Administrator does not process certain categories of personal data.

6.

Providing by the User personal data is of voluntary nature. The User is entitled to:
a)

Access to contents of your data and receive their copies,

b) Correction their data,
c)

Demanding erasure, limitation or bringing in objection towards processing it,

d) Withdrawal of consent in any moment without influence on compliance with right to process which was
performer pursuant to the consent before its withdrawal,

7.

e)

Transfer of data,

f)

Bringing in a complaint to the supervisory authority.

Providing data is of voluntary nature but is necessary to conclude and execute the agreement. In case of not
providing personal data, the agreement shall not be concluded.

8.

Personal data of the User shall be stored as long as it is necessary to execute an agreement joining the User with
the Administrator or the agreement concluded by the entity for the benefit of the User and after that time for the
period corresponding to the period of expiry of claims which may be raised by the Administrator and which may
be raised towards the Administrator. If the personal data of the User are processed in order to fulfill the legal
obligation the Administrator is burdened with, the personal data shall be stored for the time necessary to fulfill
the duty.

9.

If personal data of the User are processed pursuant to the legally grounded interest of the Administrator when a
ground of that processing is execution of the agreement concluded with the Administrator for the benefit of you,
the data shall be processed until the time of fulfillment of legally grounded interest constituting the ground for
that processing.

10. If personal data of the User are processed pursuant to legally grounded interest of the Administrator if the ground
of that processing is direct marketing of his products and services, personal data shall be processed until the time
of bringing in an objection by the User.
11. The Administrator may entrust processing of personal data of the User to the processing entities, especially
companies cooperating and executing tasks on order and for the benefit of the Administrator and the entities
entitled to obtain the data pursuant to the binding law. In such case there is concluded an agreement ensuring
safety of such data. Due to that the entities may be changes the Administrator is not able to present their complete
list. If you want to obtain information concerning such entities, one may turn with such enquiry to the
Administrator. The Administrator shall not submit personal data of the Users to a third country (outside European
Economic Area).
12. The Service Provider ensures proper technical means preventing obtaining and modifying personal data of the
Users by unauthorized individuals, especially the Service Provider ensures solutions standing for encrypting of
data.
13. The data of the Users are not subject to automated processing (for example profiling) which causes towards the
User legal effects or in a similar way significantly affects the User, however we use the systems recording
movement in the Application.
14. By „cookies” files one understands IT data, especially text files, stored in end devices of the Users used for using
the Application. The files allow for identification of User’s device. „Cookies” usually contain name of a website
they come form, time of storing it on the end device and a unique number.
15. The Applications may use „cookies” files. „cookies” files are used in order to adapt the Application to preferences
of the User and optimize the Application. They are also used in order to form anonymous, segregated statistics,
which help understand in the way the User uses the Application, which allows for improvement of their
functionalities, excluding personal identification of the User.
16. There are used two types of „cookies” files – „session” and „permanent” ones. The first ones are temporary files
which remain on the device of the User until the moment of logging out from the Application or it is switching off.

„Permanent” files remain on the User’s Device for the specified time in parameter of „cookies” files or until the
moment of their manual erasure by the User.
17. Usually the software used for browsing websites as default allows for placing „cookies” files on the end device.
These settings may be modified in a way not to block automatic servicing „cookies” files or inform about their each
sending on the User’s device. Detailed information about possibilities and ways of servicing „cookies” files is
available in the settings of the software.
18. There is an obligation of obtaining a consent for using all types of „cookie" files, except „cookie” files belonging to
category „Necessity”. The consent may be expressed by the User by settings of the internet browser.
19. In order to obtain more information about managing „cookie" files, the User should use the function Help in the
browser or visit the website: www.aboutcookies.org, on which there is provided information concerning
management „cookie" files in various browsers.
20. A limitation of function of „cookies” files may affect some functionalities of the Application.
COMPLAINT PROCEEDING
1. Any irregularities related to providing services and operation of the Application should be notified to the Service
Provider by means of e-mail onto the address provided in the Application.
2. The notification should cover at least forename and surname of the User, PWZ number, e-mail address of the
User and short description of the problem being the ground for the complaint.
3. The Service Provider has 14 days for inspection of the complaint.
4. Any questions, doubts and suggestions related to operation of the Application may be sent by means of e-mail
onto the address provided in the Application.

